High Commission of India
Colombo, Sri Lanka

Invites quotations from reputed firms for supply, install, testing & commissioning of 1 no. of 99TR brand new Water Cooled single screw type water cooled chiller, 02nos. of chilled water pumps, 02nos. of condenser water pumps, insulated BI chilled water pipes, non-insulated BI & PVC condenser water pipes, valves & accessories etc and removing of existing 1 no. of water cooled chiller, 04nos. of water pumps, chilled water pipes, condenser water pipes etc.

The Sealed quotations along with the brochure & rates shall be sent to the office of the undersigned at “ASO (Property), Property Section, High Commission of India, 36-38, Galle Road, Colombo 03” and it should reach on or before 15.00hrs of 27th August, 2018 which shall be opened at 15:30Hrs on the same day by the purchasing committee of the High Commission of India duly constituted for the purpose.

The High Commission reserves the right to accept or reject the bid(s). No correspondence in this regard will be entertained.

For further queries and site visit, please contact:
Shri. Sanjeeva Kumar Thakur
ASO (Property)
Tel: 0112436570
E-mail: estt.colombo@mea.gov.in